
Read the historical letter reprinted on Notebook 
Handout. Then answer these questions.
• What does this letter reveal about the young  

woman’s life?
• During what time period was this letter written?  

How do you know?
• Based on this letter, what do you think was 

happening to consumer spending and business 
during the Great Depression? To people’s jobs? To 
prices and wages?

• After reading this letter, what details can you 
share about the health of the U.S. economy during 
the Great Depression?

       R E A D I N G  N O T E S

Section 2

1. Give an example of an economic activity included 
in GDP, and explain why it is included. Also give 
an example of an economic activity not included 
in GDP, and explain why it is not included.

2. Create a drawing that illustrates how to calculate 
GDP. Represent each component of the formula 
with an illustration, a label, and a definition. 

3. Complete a table like the one below. Then answer 
these questions: Which of these measures would 
an economist use to compare GDP from various 
time periods, and why? Which measure would an 
economist use to compare the GDP of various 
countries, and why? 

Definition How is it measured?

Nominal GDP

Real GDP

Per capita GDP

4. Do you think GDP is a good measure of economic 
health? Why or why not?

Measuring the Economy

How do economists measure a nation’s economic health?

S p e a k i n g  o f  E c o n o m i c s

As you complete the Reading Notes, use these terms 
in your answers: 

inflation
economic indicators
gross domestic product 

(GDP)
unemployment rate

inflation rate
consumer price index 

(CPI)
business cycle
recession

N o t e b o o k  G u i D e
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Section 3

1. Create a drawing that illustrates how to calculate the 
unemployment rate. Represent each component of the 
formula with an illustration, a label, and a definition.

2. Complete a table like the one below. Then answer 
these questions: Which type of unemployment do you 
think is most associated with an unhealthy economy? 
Why? Does an economy with full employment have 
any of these types of unemployment? Why or why not?

Type of Unemployment Definition Example

3. Do you think the unemployment rate is a good  
measure of economic health? Why or why not?

Section 4

1. Create a drawing that illustrates how to calculate the 
inflation rate using the consumer price index. Define 
and include one or more symbols to represent the CPI.

2. Complete a table like the one below. Then answer this 
question: How do economists use this information 
to determine whether higher prices mean that things 
cost more than they used to?

 
Definition

How is it  
measured?

Nominal cost of living

Real cost of living

Nominal wages

Real wages

3. A graphic organizer is a diagram for visually 
organizing and recording information about a 
particular subject. Design a graphic organizer for 
recording notes about the three types of inflation. 
For each type of inflation, include a definition, an 
example, and a summary of its effects. 

4. What are the main causes of inflation?
5. Draw a simple flowchart to show how the wage-price 

spiral contributes to the inflation rate.
6. Do you think the inflation rate is a good measure of 

economic health? Why or why not?

Section 5

1. Create a drawing that illustrates how the business 
cycle works. Represent each phase of the cycle with  
an illustration, a label, and a definition.

2. Complete a table like the one below. Describe the  
general behavior of the three key indicators during 
each phase.

Real 
GDP

Unemployment 
Rate

 
Inflation Rate

expansion

Contraction
 

3. Complete a T-chart with the heads below. Identify  
five or more items for each side.

4. Why might an economy stop expanding and start 
contracting?

5. What is the difference between a recession and a 
depression?

P R O C E S S I N G

You are an analyst writing a column on current 
economic conditions for a national U.S. newspaper.  
Your column should clearly answer this question: What 
do key indicators reveal about the health of the current 
U.S. economy? 
In your column, be sure to include
• recent data on gross domestic product, unemployment, 

and inflation.
• an explanation of what these key indicators reveal 

about the health of the economy.
• a forecast on whether the U.S. economy is in a  

contraction or an expansion phase.
• two or more visuals (graphs, tables, drawings, or  

photographs) related to your column.

Causes and  
Characteristics of an 
Expanding Economy

Causes and  
Characteristics of a  
Contracting Economy

N o t e b o o k  G u i D e
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